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Abstract. In a case study, we investigate transitions be-

tween fundamental magnetosphere–ionosphere (M-I) cou-

pling modes during storm-time conditions (SYM-H between

−100 and−160 nT) driven by an interplanetary coronal mass

ejection (ICME). We combine observations from the near

tail, at geostationary altitude (GOES-10), and electrojet ac-

tivities across the auroral oval at postnoon-to-dusk and mid-

night. After an interval of strong westward electrojet (WEJ)

activity, a 3 h long state of attenuated/quenched WEJ activ-

ity was initiated by abrupt drops in the solar wind density

and dynamic pressure. The attenuated substorm activity con-

sisted of brief phases of magnetic field perturbation and elec-

tron flux decrease at GOES-10 near midnight and moderately

strong conjugate events of WEJ enhancements at the south-

ern boundary of the oval, as well as a series of very strong

eastward electrojet (EEJ) events at dusk, during a phase of

enhanced ring current evolution, i.e., enhanced SYM-H de-

flection within −120 to −150 nT. Each of these M-I cou-

pling events was preceded by poleward boundary intensifi-

cations and auroral streamers at higher oval latitudes. We

identify this mode of attenuated substorm activity as being

due to a magnetotail state characterized by bursty reconnec-

tion and bursty bulk flows/dipolarization fronts (multiple cur-

rent wedgelets) with associated injection dynamo in the near

tail, in their braking phase. The latter process is associated

with activations of the Bostrøm type II (meridional) current

system. A transition to the next state of M-I coupling, when

a full substorm expansion took place, was triggered by an

abrupt increase of the ICME dynamic pressure from 1 to

5 nPa. The brief field deflection events at GOES-10 were then

replaced by a 20 min long interval of extreme field stretching

(Bz approaching 5 nT and Bx ≈ 100 nT) followed by a major

dipolarization (1Bz ≈ 100 nT). In the ionosphere the latter

stage appeared as a “full-size” stepwise poleward expansion

of the WEJ. It thus appears that the ICME passage led to

fundamentally different M-I coupling states corresponding to

different levels of dynamic pressure (Pdyn) under otherwise

very similar ICME conditions. Full WEJ activity, covering a

wide latitude range across the auroral oval in the midnight

sector, was attenuated by the abrupt dynamic pressure de-

crease and resumed after the subsequent abrupt increase.

Keywords. Magnetospheric Physics (Storms and sub-

storms)

1 Introduction

Substorms represent a characteristic cyclical behavior of the

magnetosphere–ionosphere system evolving in three phases

referred to as growth, expansion, and recovery (Sergeev

et al., 2012; Akasofu, 2013). The growth phase is charac-

terized by loading of open magnetic flux in the magneto-

tail lobes driven by dayside (magnetopause) reconnection.

This phase is manifested as thinning of the plasma sheet and

strengthening of the cross-tail current, stretching of the tail

field, and associated equatorward expansion of the auroral

oval and auroral arcs therein. The onset of the expansion

phase is characterized by a sudden disruption (reduction) of

the cross-tail current and the formation of the substorm cur-

rent wedge (SCW) (McPherron et al., 1973) leading to en-
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hancements of the westward electrojet (WEJ) in the auro-

ral ionosphere around midnight. The spatial–temporal evo-

lution of SCW is reflected in the corresponding expansion

of the WEJ. The cyclical behavior is closed by return (re-

covery) to the initial state of loading of magnetic energy in

the tail lobes, after the episode of enhanced energy dissipa-

tion in the auroral ionosphere. The substorm activity may

be described in terms of activations of basic current systems

in the magnetosphere–ionosphere system consisting of outer

and inner loops (Sergeev et al., 2014). The basic elements of

the two-loop current system of magnetosphere–ionosphere

(M-I) coupling and their relation to auroral electrojets were

identified in the early phase of substorm research (Bostrøm,

1964, 1967; McPherron et al., 1973; Yasuhara et al., 1975;

Bostrøm, 1977). In this study we shall demonstrate the asso-

ciation between different variants of temporal–spatial struc-

ture of these current loops and corresponding variants of au-

roral electrojet activity related to transitions between differ-

ent external (solar wind) and internal (ring current) magne-

tospheric conditions.

Depending on the external (solar wind) conditions, the

substorm cycle can appear as an isolated event or as a series

of cyclical events. During extreme external conditions, such

as during Earth passage of geoeffective interplanetary coro-

nal mass ejections (ICMEs), specific variants of substorm ac-

tivity appear. In this paper we are restricted to substorm ac-

tivities occurring during long intervals of continuously strong

forcing by ICMEs leading to major storm evolution (SYM-H

index <−100 nT). According to Kamide et al. (1998) “the

storm-substorm relationship is poorly understood, and some

of the basic questions remain unsolved regarding the impor-

tance of frequently occurring intense substorms in a geomag-

netic storm.” One event category is characterized by cycles

of field stretching and dipolarization with corresponding par-

ticle flux decreases and enhancements at geostationary alti-

tude recurring at 2–3 h intervals. This variant is referred to

as a “sawtooth” event (e.g., Henderson et al., 2006). These

events show the presence of a large-scale substorm current

wedge (SCW; wide MLT extent) and associated WEJ activ-

ity expanding east-to-west and poleward (Sandholt and Far-

rugia, 2014). Another variant of storm-time repetitive sub-

storm activity consists of multiple current wedgelets asso-

ciated with Earthward-moving dipolarization fronts (DFs)–

bursty bulk flows (BBFs). These events (wedgelets) are man-

ifest in the ionosphere as brief electrojet enhancements ap-

pearing in both the northern and southern sections of the au-

roral oval configuration, corresponding to activations of the

outer and inner current loops in the plasma sheet (PS) partial

ring current (PRC) system (Sandholt et al., 2014). They typ-

ically recur at 20–40 min intervals. Thus, it appears that dif-

ferent variants of M-I coupling appear during the conditions

of continuously strong forcing by ICMEs, depending on the

dynamic pressure conditions. In order to shed light on the

reasons for this multi-state behavior of the PS-PRC system,

we selected a case during which we identified clear transi-

tions between different modes. The transitions in M-I cou-

pling mode are discussed in relation to external conditions

measured by parameters like EKL (magnetopause merging

rate; Kan and Lee, 1979) and the solar wind dynamic pres-

sure (Pdyn), as well as internal conditions such as represented

by the ring current index SYM-H. This is done consider-

ing the background of the previous experience that “the in-

ner magnetosphere processes during storms are shown to be

a result of a complex interplay of processes at the magne-

topause and in the magnetotail in response to solar wind

driving” (Pulkkinen et al., 2007). It is recognized that the

magnetospheric current system has two types of response to

external driving: “one is associated with variations of the so-

lar wind dynamic pressure, rapidly propagating via Alfven

waves inside the magnetosphere. The second response is as-

sociated with slower processes such as magnetopause merg-

ing, plasma convection, particle losses due to pitch angle dif-

fusion, charge exchange etc.” (Tsyganenko, 2013). Accord-

ing to Lyons et al. (2005), a Pdyn enhancement under strongly

southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions “is

found to cause both compressive auroral brightening away

from the bulge region and a Harang-region substorm auroral

brightening” – leading to a very broad auroral enhancement

covering ∼ 10–15 h of MLT.

Essential to the question of different M-I coupling modes

during storm-time substorm activity is the stability of the

near-Earth neutral line (NENL) and the presence of large-

scale SCW versus chaotic magnetotail reconnection and re-

sulting smaller-scale (azimuthal) wedgelets depending on the

ring current evolution (see Noah and Burke (2014) and ref-

erences therein). By our approach of distinguishing between

auroral electrojet responses in different latitude and longi-

tude regimes of the auroral oval, i.e., the oval south and north

regimes at midnight and dusk, we are able to identify differ-

ent elements of the substorm current system. On the dusk-

side distinction between the oval north and oval south activ-

ities, we refer to combined ground and Defense Meteorolog-

ical Satellite Program (DMSP) F13 observations reported in

a recent case study (Sandholt et al., 2014).

Central to our analysis is the discussion of ground–satellite

conjunction data in the context of the two-loop model of the

SCW. This model is characterized by (i) an outer loop con-

necting the cross-tail current disruption and corresponding

electrojet activity in the northern part of the auroral oval (the

Bostrøm type I azimuthal loop) and (ii) an inner loop con-

necting the near tail (PRC) and the southern part of the oval

by Bostrøm type II current systems (meridional loops) max-

imizing at dusk and post-midnight MLTs. Our focus on the

closure currents in the northern and southern sections of the

auroral oval (Sandholt et al., 2014) represents an extension of

the two-loop model of Sergeev et al. (2014) (see also Yang

et al., 2012 and Birn and Hesse, 2014). Activations of the in-

ner loop, which we refer to as Bostrøm type II, in the phase of

plasma braking and diversion in the near tail during plasma

intrusion events (Earthward-moving BBFs; see Baumjohann
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et al., 1990), are described in, e.g., Yang et al. (2012) and

Birn and Hesse (2014).

In companion papers, we use a ground–satellite DMSP

F13 data combination to identify outer and inner loop ac-

tivities with their associated manifestations across the auro-

ral oval at dusk (Sandholt et al., 2014). We utilize data from

a second ICME case (18 August 2003) showing very sim-

ilar interplanetary (IP) conditions as in the present case (25

July 2004), when Geotail satellite observations of Earthward-

moving BBFs and dipolarization fronts (DFs) (Nakamura

et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2011) at X=−11 RE in com-

bination with GOES-10 observations closer to Earth were

available. By that approach we identified outer loop man-

ifestations in the magnetosphere (BBFs/DFs) and iono-

spheric signatures such as poleward boundary intensifica-

tions (PBIs; see Lyons et al., 1999) and multiple auroral

streamers and streamer convection channels in the north-

ern oval regime. These events were preceded by brief polar

cap convection (PCN) enhancements indicating a relation-

ship with bursts of tail reconnection (Sergeev et al., 2012).

The inner loop activations at GOES-10 (geostationary alti-

tude; 04:00–06:00 MLT) were characterized by brief field de-

flection events (Btot increase; Bx decrease, By increase, Bz

increase) and associated electron flux decrease. The field de-

flections, dominated by strong By increases, were attributed

to Bostrøm type II current sheet activations, with associ-

ated WEJ events in the oval south regime (near-equatorward

boundary) at midnight and postmidnight MLTs.

In the present paper, we study ground–satellite conjunc-

tion observations of the inner loop activity during the attenu-

ated WEJ activity observed within intervals of low Pdyn con-

ditions. We find that the M-I coupling in this case is char-

acterized by (i) reduced amplitude of the AL index deflec-

tions, (ii) the absence or attenuation of the phase of pole-

ward expansion of the WEJ, and (iii) a corresponding ab-

sence of major dipolarization in the near-tail magnetosphere.

It may therefore be referred to as a moderate (attenuated)

substorm activity. We investigate the external (ICME) and

internal (SYM-H index) conditions leading to this specific

mode of M-I coupling by identification of transitions be-

tween the state of attenuated activity and the full (major)

substorm (electrojet) activation. The latter is identified by

a major magnetic field dipolarization (Bz increase and Bx

decrease) at geostationary altitude and associated stepwise

poleward expansion of the westward electrojet (Alaska chain

magnetograms), which appeared abruptly after a 20 min long

interval of extreme field stretching, as measured by GOES-

10. An external (solar wind) trigger for this transition in the

state of M-I coupling is identified.

Thus, we shall emphasize the presence of two very differ-

ent M-I coupling states (attenuated/quenched substorm activ-

ity versus full substorm expansion) which are characterized

by (i) repetitive events of magnetic field deflection (1Bz < 0;

1By > 0; 1Bx > 0) at geostationary altitude (near mid-

night), with corresponding strong activations of the inner cur-

Figure 1. Wind satellite data during the interval 08:00–14:00 UT.

Panels from top to bottom show proton density (Np; cm−3), bulk

speed (Vp; km s−1), proton temperature Tp (K), dynamic pressure

(nPa), magnetic field components Bx , By , and Bz (nT) in GSM

coordinates, the total field strength (B), the Kan–Lee merging elec-

tric field, EKL (mV m−1), the Alfvén–Mach number (Ma), and the

clock angle of the magnetic field (polar angle in GSM y–z plane).

Vertical guidelines mark the drop of Pdyn at 09:15 UT and subse-

quent increase at 12:00 UT.

rent loop connecting the PRC and eastward/westward elec-

trojets at the auroral oval equatorward boundary (Bostrøm

type II current system) and (ii) intervals of more extreme

field stretching (Bz = 5 nT; Bx = 100 nT) in the near tail lead-

ing to large-scale current disruption (outer loop) and associ-

ated stepwise poleward expansion of the westward electrojet

in the northern part of the oval at night. We investigate the

role of solar wind dynamic pressure for transitions between

these M-I coupling modes in the context of ICME geoeffec-

tiveness involving electrojet activities at dusk and midnight

and the ring current evolution as monitored by the SYM-H

index.
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2 Data description

Figure 1 shows interplanetary (IP) data from the Wind satel-

lite during the interval 08:00–14:00 UT when an interplan-

etary CME passed the spacecraft. The average Wind loca-

tion was (261, 5, 18) RE (GSE coordinates). We note the

smooth variations of all ICME parameters with two excep-

tions for the discontinuities in plasma density and dynamic

pressure occurring at 09:15 and 12:00 UT. The magnetic

field is large and southwest directed (Bx < 0; Bz < 0) for

many hours, giving rise to persistent strong forcing of the

Earth’s magnetosphere, i.e., EKL = 6–12 mV m−1. Two ver-

tical guidelines mark drops of the solar wind density (from

3 to 1 cm−3) and dynamic pressure Pdyn from 2 to 1 nPa at

09:15 UT and the subsequent increases (Pdyn increase from

1 to 5 nPa) near 12:00 UT. The solar wind bulk speed fluctu-

ates between 500 and 650 km s−1. We note a slight decrease

of the speed from 560 to 510 km s−1 around the density dis-

continuity at 12:00 UT. The Bx component is slightly nega-

tive; By and Bz are both strongly negative (−10 to −20 nT).

The EKL index decreases slowly from 12 to 10 mV m−1 in

the interval 09:15–12:00 UT. Then we note a faster EKL de-

crease from 10 to 6 mV m−1 at 12:00–12:10 UT. The clock

angle increases smoothly from 160 early in the interval and

lies within 135–120◦ during 12:00–13:00 UT.

In this study we shall focus on magnetospheric substorm

activity associated with (i) the interval of stable ICME con-

ditions (extraordinary smooth and strong B and very low

density; small Alfvén–Mach number Ma) with reduced Pdyn

(= 1 nPa) from 09:15 to 12:00 UT and (ii) the response to the

enhanced Pdyn (= 5 nPa) observed from 12:00 UT onwards.

Figure 2 shows magnetic field and particle flux data ob-

tained from spacecraft GOES-10 during the interval 10:00–

14:00 UT, as it traversed the 01:00 to 05:00 MLT sector.

Magnetic field perturbation events accompanied by electron

flux decreases (increases) are marked by vertical guidelines.

Events in the interval 10:00–13:25 UT are of a similar na-

ture: Bx increase; By increase, Bz decrease and Btot increase.

These are brief events of field stretching (Bz dips to∼ 10 nT)

and strengthening. They are accompanied by electron flux

decreases.

Then a phase of extreme field stretching appears during

the interval 13:20–13:30 UT characterized by a Bz decrease

from 20 to 5 nT and a Bx increase to 100 nT. This is fol-

lowed by a gradual, strong dipolarization (Bz increase, Btot

increase, By increase) during 13:40–13:50 UT and a further

major dipolarization (Bz increase, Bx decrease, By decrease,

Btot decrease) during 13:50–14:00 UT. The latter is accom-

panied by electron flux increase.

Below we shall identify corresponding signatures in the

auroral oval electrojet activity around midnight, as measured

by Alaska chain magnetometer data.

Figure 3 shows Alaska chain H component magnetograms

for the interval 08:00–16:00 UT. The traces are ordered from

lower (top panel) to higher magnetic latitudes in the range

Figure 2. GOES-10 data during the interval 10:00–14:00 UT. Pan-

els from top to bottom show the magnetic field components Bx ,

By , Bz, the total field B, and (bottom) electron fluxes in black

(> 0.6 MeV) and red (> 2 MeV) traces. Vertical guidelines mark

changes in field orientation and magnitude accompanied by elec-

tron flux decreases (increases). See text for details.

of 63.6◦ (Gakona) to 68.7◦MLAT (Arctic Village). The ver-

tical guidelines at 09:52 and 13:40 UT delimitate an inter-

val of moderate (attenuated) electrojet activity compared to

the intervals before and after. The interval before 09:52 UT is

characterized by a series of strong electrojet activations span-

ning the whole MLAT range covered by these stations. Then

from 09:52 UT onwards, a series of more moderate electrojet

activation are marked by the dashed lines. This activity max-

imizes at the lower latitude stations Gakona (63.6◦MLAT)

and CIGO (65.4◦MLAT). Unlike the previous events,4 the

CIGO activation at 13:40 UT is followed by a stepwise pole-

ward expansion as manifested by the abrupt deflections at Ft.

Yukon (green; 67.4◦MLAT) and Arctic Village (black bot-

tom trace; 68.7◦MLAT) at 13:45 and 13:50 UT (see tilted

arrows), respectively. The latter event of poleward expansion

in the interval 13:40–14:00 UT corresponds to the event of

major field dipolarization after the extreme field stretching,

as detected by the spacecraft GOES-10.

The events of more moderate electrojet activity in the in-

terval 10:00–13:30 UT (dashed lines) correspond to events of

Ann. Geophys., 33, 427–436, 2015 www.ann-geophys.net/33/427/2015/
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Figure 3. Alaska chain magnetograms during the interval 08:00–

16:00 UT. Panels from top to bottom show H component magne-

tograms at stations ordered by increasing magnetic latitude from

top to bottom: Gakona (top; 63.6◦MLAT), CIGO (65.4◦MLAT),

Ft. Yukon (67.4◦ MLAT), Bettles, and Arctic Village (bottom;

68.7◦MLAT). Vertical guidelines at 10:00 and 13:30 UT delimitate

a period of moderate (attenuated) electrojet activity compared to

the periods before and after. The stepwise poleward expansion of

the auroral electrojet at 13:45 and 13:50 UT is marked by the tilted

bold arrows.

Arctic-Bettles-Ft Yukon-CIGO-Gakona    H-component   July 25, 2004
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Figure 4. Alaska chain magnetograms during the interval 12:00–

14:00 UT. Panels from top to bottom show H component mag-

netograms from stations ordered by increasing magnetic lati-

tude: Gakona (top; 63.6◦MLAT), CIGO (65.4◦MLAT), Ft. Yukon

(67.4◦MLAT), Bettles, and Arctic Village (68.7◦MLAT; bottom

panel).

brief field stretching (1Bz < 0; 1By > 0; 1Bx > 0) at geo-

stationary altitude, as marked by guidelines in Fig. 2.

Figure 4 shows an expanded view of the electrojet activ-

ity during the interval 12:00–14:00 UT. The events at 12:30,

13:00, and 13:25 UT, maximizing at stations CIGO (blue)

and Gakona (violet), are marked by dashed guidelines. These

events are preceded by deflections at the northernmost sta-

tion Arctic Village (see arrows in bottom panel). They are

10 11 12 13 14 15

Hour (UT)

X-
CO

M
PO

N
EN

T

IMAGE magnetometer network 2004-07-25
1 minute averages

20
0n

T

NUR

Figure 5. IMAGE chain H component magnetogram from station

NUR (56.9◦ MLAT) during the interval 10:00–15:00 UT.

interpreted as electrojet activations associated with the well-

known phenomenon of poleward boundary intensifications

(PBIs; see, e.g., Lyons et al., 1999 and Sandholt et al., 2002).

They typically appear 5–10 min before the corresponding ac-

tivations at the lower-latitude stations Gakona-CIGO. The in-

terval 13:30–14:00 UT is dominated by the multiple electro-

jet activations at 13:40, 13:46, and 13:53 UT (marked by ar-

rows at the bottom line), each of which represents a progres-

sion to higher latitude.

Figure 5 shows an IMAGE H component magne-

togram from station NUR (56.9◦MLAT) during the inter-

val 10:00–15:00 UT when this station traversed the∼ 13:30–

18:30 MLT sector. Positive H deflections at NUR, represent-

ing the oval equatorward boundary, are manifestations of

a series of activations of the Bostrøm type II current sys-

tem during the interval 10:40–13:40 UT. From ∼ 10:40 UT

(∼ 14:00 MLT) onwards, station NUR is sensitive to strong

eastward electrojet (EEJ) events originating in nightside sub-

storm activity. The series of EEJ events came to a halt at

13:30 UT. We note that the strongest EEJ events in the inter-

val 10:30–13:30 UT recur at a similar rate as the WEJ events

observed near midnight from Alaska stations (see Fig. 3).

Figure 6 shows the geomagnetic indices AL (nT) and

SYM-H (nT) for the interval 08:00–16:00 UT. AL represents

the westward electrojet activity while SYM-H is a ring cur-

rent index. We note the presence of reduced (attenuated) AL

www.ann-geophys.net/33/427/2015/ Ann. Geophys., 33, 427–436, 2015
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Figure 6. Geomagnetic indices AL (nT) and SYM-H (nT) for the

interval 08:00–16:00 UT on 25 July 2004. The attenuated substorm

activity (reduced AL deflection peaks) during the interval 10:30–

13:40 UT is marked by vertical guidelines and horizontal double-

arrowed line.

activity in the interval 10:30–13:40 UT. In fact, AL deflec-

tion maxima decrease to −1000 nT in the interval 11:00–

13:40 UT. This is contrary to the activities before and af-

ter when AL deflections approach −2000 nT. The attenu-

ated AL deflections in the actual interval are accompanied

by enhanced SYM-H deflections within the range of −130

to −150 nT. Referring back to the IMAGE data in Fig. 5,

we note that the interval of attenuated WEJ and enhanced

SYM-H deflection is characterized by enhanced EEJ activity

at dusk.

Figure 7 shows cross-track ion drift measurements along

the DMSP F13 track from dusk to dawn and schematic map-

ping of field-aligned current systems between the south-

ern (S) and northern (N) parts of auroral ionosphere and

magnetosphere at dusk and midnight. Approximate fields of

view of magnetometer chains in Scandinavia (IMAGE) and

Alaska at 10:40 UT are marked by double-arrowed merid-

ional lines. The two current systems are closed by azimuthal

and meridional currents in the ionosphere and are therefore

often referred to as the azimuthal and meridional loops, or

as Bostrøm types I and II current systems (Bostrøm, 1967,

1977).

The M-I coupling illustrated in the figure represents the

interval of attenuated substorm activity (10:30–13:40 UT),

characterized by multiple PS current wedgelets, as indicated.

The relationship with electrojet activities in the northern (N)

and southern (S) parts of the auroral oval are shown. North-

ern part of the oval (N) is characterized by PBIs, auro-

ral streamers, and corresponding streamer convection chan-

nels (enhanced anti-sunward convection measured by DMSP

F13). The southern part of the oval (S) shows a channel of en-

IMAGE

R2

DMSP  F13

C1

C2

CTC

S

B II

Northern Hemisphere

10:44 UT

N

Alaska

BII
.

BBFs

BBFs
CTC

Figure 7. Cross-track ion drift measurements along the DMSP F13

track from dusk to dawn and schematic representation of field-

aligned currents (not to scale) between the auroral ionosphere and

the magnetosphere at dusk (C1, C2, R2) and near midnight. The

satellite crossings of the southern (S) and northern (N) sections of

the double oval configuration at dusk is marked. M-I coupling via

Bostrøm type I and II current systems in the oval north and oval

south regimes, respectively, is schematically illustrated at dusk and

midnight. Connections between bursty bulk flows (BBFs) and cross-

tail current (CTC) disruptions and oval north regimes are indicated.

Approximate fields of view of magnetometer chains in Scandinavia

(IMAGE) and Alaska at 10:40 UT are marked by double-arrowed

meridional lines. MLAT circles at 50, 60, 70, and 80◦ are shown.

hanced sunward flow and bipolar current sheets at its bound-

aries, as indicated in the figure. This system of field-aligned

currents and flow channel give rise to the eastward electrojet

at dusk. A series of activations of this system (Bostrøm type

II; marked BII in the figure) leads to a corresponding series of

strong, positive H deflections as documented by the IMAGE

chain of magnetometers during the interval 10:30–13:30 UT

(Fig. 5). Thus, the figure illustrates a system of outer and in-

ner current loops in the PS-PRC system, which are connected

to different electrojet activities in the northern and southern

parts of the auroral oval. Referring back to Fig. 4 we mea-

sured a time delay of 5 to 10 min between ground signatures

of activations of the outer and inner loops in the form of PBIs

(oval north) and WEJ electrojet events at the oval equator-

ward boundary, respectively.

A detailed description of the DMSP F13 data obtained dur-

ing the crossing of the oval at dusk at 10:40 UT, i.e., early in

the interval of attenuated substorm activity, where we dis-

tinguish between the south (S) and north (N) sections of a

double oval configuration, will be reported elsewhere.

Figure 8 shows geomagnetic indices AL and SYM-H for

18 August 2003. On this day we documented the presence of
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Figure 8. Geomagnetic indices AL (nT) and SYM-H (nT) for the

interval 06:00–18:00 UT on 18 August 2003. Three sawtooth sub-

storms during the interval 07:00–12:00 UT are marked S1, S2, and

S3.

different substorm activities in the intervals 06:00–12:30 (I)

and 12:30–18:00 UT (II). Interval I is characterized by three

sawtooth substorms marked S1, S2, and S3 in Figure 8. These

three substorms are observed in phases of SYM-H partial re-

covery (SYM-H =−90 to −100 nT). Interval II consists of

a different category of repetitive substorm activity which is

related to BBFs and dipolarization fronts in the PS, as ob-

served from 13:00 UT onwards by the spacecraft Geotail

at X=−11 RE (data will be reported elsewhere). Contrary

to the sawtooth events, this activity is accompanied by en-

hanced SYM-H deflection within −120 to −140 nT. Fig-

ures 6 and 8 illustrate the presence of different variants of

substorm activity related to different phases of ring current

evolution as monitored by the SYM-H index.

3 Discussion

We address the roles of solar wind dynamic pressure and the

ring current (SYM-H index) evolution for the activation of

different states of M-I coupling during long intervals of con-

tinuously strong solar wind forcing. For this purpose we se-

lected a case characterized by many hours of stable IP mag-

netic field conditions which included two abrupt changes (de-

crease and increase) of the solar wind dynamic pressure dur-

ing an ICME passage at Earth on 25 July 2004. The two

plasma discontinuities in the ICME (density drop and sub-

sequent increase) were followed by distinct changes in the

mode of M-I coupling (substorm activity). The density (dy-

namic pressure) drop recorded by the spacecraft Wind (lo-

cated at (261, 5, 18) RE; GSE coordinates) at 09:15 UT led

to a 3 h long interval of moderate dynamic pressure (1 nPa)

which was accompanied by repetitive events of moderate

(quenched) substorm activity from ∼ 10:10 UT onwards. In

this study we focus on the abrupt Pdyn increase (from 1 to

5 nPa) recorded by Wind at 12:00 UT and the subsequent in-

terval of extreme field line stretching at geostationary alti-

tude (13:25–13:40 UT) which led to a major dipolarization

accompanied by a stepwise poleward expansion of the west-

ward electrojet at midnight. The phases of field stretching

followed by dipolarization and electrojet expansion observed

in the interval 13:25–14:00 UT compares well with the cor-

responding behavior observed during a sequence of sawtooth

substorm events which occurred under similar IP conditions

on 18 August 2003, as reported by Sandholt and Farrugia

(2014).

I. The present case (25 July 2004; 13:00–14:00 UT) is

characterized by the following observations. IP data

(Wind satellite): (i) Pdyn increase from 1 to 5 nPa

(12:00 UT at ACE), (ii) Ma increase from 2 to 5,

(iii) EKL decrease from 10 to 6 mV m−1, and (iv) mi-

nor (gradual) decrease in IMF clock angle (135–120◦),

(v) Bz ≈−10 nT; By ≈−10 nT.

GOES-10 field-stretching and dipolarization events:

(i) 30 min long stepwise field-stretching evolution dur-

ing interval 13:00–13:30 UT: Bz decreasing from 40 to

5 nT; intermittent episodes of Bx increases from 60 to

105 nT and Btot increases; and (ii) major dipolariza-

tion during the interval 13:40–14:00 UT: Bz increase to

∼ 100 nT; Bx decrease; Btot increase followed by de-

crease.

This is to be compared with the mentioned sawtooth

substorms.

II. The 18 August 2003 sawtooth cases (06:00–12:00 UT)

are characterized by (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2014): IP

data (ACE): (i) Pdyn: stable level (3–4 nPa), (ii) Ma: sta-

ble level: 3–4, (iii) EKL: 8–10 mV m−1, and (iv) IMF:

clock angle fluctuations within 135–180◦, Bz ∼−15 nT,

By =−5 to −10 nT.

GOES-10 field-stretching and dipolarization events:

(i)∼ 1 h long continuous field-stretching phases: Bz decreas-

ing from 60 to 5–10 nT, Bx increasing from 40 to 100 nT, Btot

increase; followed by (ii) major dipolarizations: Bz increase

from 10 to 80–100 nT, Bx decrease from ∼ 100 to 80 nT, and

Btot decrease.

We note that after the Pdyn increase on 25 July 2004

(12:00 UT on the Wind satellite), the IP conditions are very

similar to those giving rise to sawtooth substorms on 18 Au-

gust 2003 (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2014). The response of the

nightside M-I system (during 13:00–14:00 UT) is also simi-

lar: a 30–60 min long phase of strong field line stretching

leading to a major dipolarization with associated poleward

expansion of the WEJ around midnight.

We conclude that the moderate plasma density (1–

2 cm−3) and correspondingly moderate dynamic pres-

sure (Pdyn = 1 nPa) observed during the interval ∼ 10:10–

13:00 UT on 25 July 2004 (Wind satellite data from 09:15
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to 12:00 UT) was not enough to create a sufficiently stretched

magnetic field in the near-tail magnetosphere to initiate a ma-

jor current disruption (CD) and a large-scale SCW, leading to

major dipolarizations such as that observed during the later

interval 13:40–14:00 UT. The Pdyn increase detected by the

Wind satellite at 12:00 UT, on the other hand, created the nec-

essary field stretching which excited the CD process in the

near-Earth PS. The preceding interval (10:10–13:00 UT at

Earth) is dominated by brief field amplification and stretch-

ing events (GOES-10 data) which we relate to activations of

the Bostrøm type II current system with associated eastward

(IMAGE chain data) and westward (Alaska chain data) elec-

trojet enhancements at the equatorward boundary of the au-

roral oval at dusk and post-midnight MLTs, respectively. In

this state, the northern part of the auroral oval is dominated

by PBIs (see Lyons et al., 1999 and Sandholt et al., 2002) and

auroral streamers (Alaska chain data shown here and DMSP

F13 data reported in Sandholt et al., 2014) which are taken to

be signatures of multiple current wedgelets in the tail plasma

sheet (see schematic illustration in Fig. 7).

This state of damped (quenched) substorm activity (ab-

sence of large-scale SCW expanding tailward; contrary to

sawtooth events) was initiated by drops in IP plasma den-

sity and dynamic pressure (from 3 to 1 nPa) recorded by the

Wind satellite at 09:15 UT. This observation proves the rela-

tionship with Pdyn. Thus, with combined ground and satellite

data, we distinguish between two fundamental modes of M-I

coupling occurring under a similarly strong dayside merg-

ing rate (EKL = 6–12 mV m−1), but different dynamic pres-

sure. In fact, the dynamic pressure increase from 1 to 5 nPa

at 12:00 UT (Wind satellite), which led to field stretching

(13:00–13:30 UT) and the major magnetic field dipolariza-

tion at 13:40 UT (GOES-10) and poleward expansions of the

WEJ (full substorm), was accompanied by a drop in the geo-

effective IP electric field (EKL) from 10 to 6 mV m−1 associ-

ated with a decrease of the ICME magnetic field magnitude.

The IMF clock angle increased only slightly. This empha-

sizes the role of Pdyn.

The attenuated substorm activity in the interval 10:30–

13:40 UT appears in the AL index as reduced deflection max-

ima, i.e., ∼−1000 nT vs. ∼−2000 nT (Fig. 6). The PCN in-

dex maxima are also reduced in this interval while the SYM-

H disturbance level is relatively high, fluctuating within the

range of −130 to −150 nT (11:00–13:00 UT), increasing

from−100 nT during the interval 09:00–10:00 UT. The same

association between attenuated substorm activity (absence

of large-scale sawtooth events) and enhanced SYM-H de-

flection (within −120–−140 nT) is seen on 18 August 2003

(after 12:30 UT), as documented in Fig. 8. Three sawtooth

events during the interval 07:00–12:00 UT (marked S1, S2,

and S3 in the figure) are accompanied by SYM-H relaxations

at 07:00, 08:50, and 11:00 UT. These observation support the

contention that the attenuated substorm activity is associated

with multiple wedgelets (BBFs/DFs) rather than a large-scale

SCW. Sawtooth events are, on the other hand, characterized

by a large-scale SCW (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2014).

Our result of the substorm triggered by a solar wind dy-

namic pressure enhancement is consistent with the previous

results of Petrinec and Russell (1996) and Shue and Kamide

(1998) finding that solar wind density variations during pe-

riods of southward IMF can trigger substorms. Likewise,

there is evidence for the triggering of tail reconnection by

sudden enhancements in solar wind dynamic pressure (see,

e.g., Milan et al. (2007) and references therein). We find that

the enhancement of Pdyn in our case led to extreme field

line stretching (Bz = 5 nT; Bx = 100 nT) in the near-Earth PS

(GOES-10 data at 13:40 UT) which was followed by CD

and a large-scale SCW (major dipolarization) with associ-

ated stepwise poleward expansion of the WEJ in the northern

part of the oval at night (Alaska data in the interval 13:40–

14:00 UT).

Karlsson et al. (2000) found that a solar wind pressure

pulse of only 2 nPa can trigger a substorm at the time of a par-

tially completed growth phase. In our case, the full electrojet

expansion was triggered after a 30 min long phase (13:00–

13:30 UT) of field line stretching, when Bz decreased from

40 to 5 nT (Bx increase from 60 to 100 nT). We note that

this is somewhat shorter than the corresponding ∼ 60 min

long phases of field stretching before dipolarizations ob-

served during the conditions of continuously high (3–4 nPa)

dynamic pressure in the case of the sawtooth substorms on

18 August 2003 (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2014). Concerning

the mechanism for the relation between solar wind dynamic

pressure and the stretching of the magnetic field in the near-

Earth PS, we refer to Karlsson et al. (2000) and Lockwood

(2013).

4 Summary

By combining magnetosphere and ionosphere observations,

we document transitions between two different variants of

substorm activity which occurred during a long interval of

strong forcing of the magnetosphere during the ICME pas-

sage on 25 July 2004. Magnetic field and energetic electron

flux data near the PS-to-ring current boundary, obtained from

satellite GOES-10, are combined with auroral electrojet ob-

servations in the northern and southern sections of the oval at

midnight and dusk, as well as the AL and SYM-H indices. A

3 h long interval of damped WEJ activity under strong storm

conditions (SYM-H =−120 to −160 nT) is sandwiched be-

tween two intervals dominated by strong WEJ activity cov-

ering a wide latitude range (Alaska chain data) and SYM-H

relaxation to lower levels of disturbance (>−120 nT). The

attenuated substorm activity in the interval of reduced Pdyn

(≈ 1 nPa) is characterized by the absence of WEJ expansions

from lower to higher latitudes around midnight (Alaska).

Instead, the oval north regime consists of a series of brief

magnetic deflections related to PBIs (Fig. 4). The attenuated

WEJ events in the oval south regime at midnight are con-
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jugate to magnetic perturbations and energetic electron flux

dropouts at geostationary altitude which we attribute to ac-

tivations of a Bostrøm type II (meridional) current system.

This WEJ activity in oval south around midnight (10:00–

13:30 UT) is accompanied by a very strong EEJ activity at

dusk (IMAGE data). The latter EEJ events, and the strong

SYM-H deflection, are manifestations of plasma intrusion

events (BBFs) towards the PRC and associated M-I coupling

involving Bostrøm type II (inner loop) activations. This in-

ference is supported by BBFs/DFs observed at X=−11 RE

(Geotail data) and subsequent activations of a Bostrøm type

II current system at X=−5 RE (GOES-10 data), leading to

EEJ events at dusk, as documented during a similar ICME

case (Sandholt et al., 2014). Thus, a specific M-I coupling

between the PRC and the oval south regime, triggered by

plasma intrusion events (DFs/BBFs), is found to be charac-

teristic of this variant of substorm activity, with its manifes-

tations at dusk (EEJ) and midnight (WEJ).

We conclude that the two-loop M-I current system involv-

ing the disrupted (diverted) cross-tail current (outer branch)

and the PRC (inner branch) appears in two different states

leading to different variants of repetitive electrojet activ-

ity in the north and south sections of the auroral oval at

dusk and midnight. In the interval of reduced dynamic pres-

sure, BBFs/streamers in oval north are followed by EEJ/WEJ

events in the south section of the auroral oval. The strong

M-I coupling (via BII current systems) to the EEJ in oval

south at dusk (see Sandholt et al., 2014 and Fig. 5) and to

the WEJ in oval south at midnight (inner loops) appears as

a series of electrojet events recurring at 20–40 min intervals

combined with enhanced SYM-H deflections in the range of

−130 to −150 nT (11:00–13:30 UT). The transition back to

higher dynamic pressure is followed by extreme magnetic

field stretching (Bz = 5 nT; Bx = 100 nT) at GOES-10 (13:25–

13:40 UT), and SYM-H relaxation (13:20–13:40 UT).

In this case study, we distinguish between two fundamen-

tal modes of M-I coupling and we identify clear IP disconti-

nuities (plasma density and dynamic pressure changes) as the

external sources of transitions between the two states of the

magnetosphere. Thus, this study emphasizes the important

role of the IP parameters plasma density and dynamic pres-

sure in the geoeffectiveness of ICMEs and the appearance

of different variants of substorm activity. The variant repre-

senting low Pdyn conditions is characterized by (i) attenu-

ated WEJ activity around midnight (also reflected in reduced

AL disturbances), (ii) strong EEJ events at dusk, (iii) attenu-

ated polar cap convection events (reduced PCN index peaks),

and (iv) enhanced SYM-H deflection. These ionospheric sig-

natures may correspond to a fragmented SCW (wedgelets),

with associated plasma intrusions to the near-Earth PS (see

SYM-H events), giving rise to effective M-I coupling from

the PRC to the oval south regimes at dusk and midnight via

Bostrøm type II current systems (Fig. 7).

Observations in the Harang discontinuity region (DMSP

F15 data in the 19:00–20:00 MLT sector; not shown here)

illustrate a moderate (attenuated) oval north activity extend-

ing to 69◦MLAT (11:18 UT; center time of one M-I coupling

event; see Fig. 5). This is in contrast to the larger WEJ expan-

sion, extending to 74◦MLAT at 14:44 UT, identified by F15

data during a large AL deflection event (Fig. 6) which took

place when Pdyn had returned to higher values. These F15

observations confirm the distinction between attenuated and

full-size WEJ expansions corresponding to the different Pdyn

conditions reported in this study.
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